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[57] ABSTRACT 

This is a special downhole multi-layer sand screen for 
oil and other ?uids containing sand. The preferred 
embodiment of the sand ?lter includes an outer 
screen, an intermediate screen and an inner screen 

although another embodiment may have only an outer 
and an inner screen. The outermost screen is of larger 
spacing to retain only the coarser sand particles and 
the openings in the inner two screens are progressively 
smaller to retain the less coarse sand material. The 
coarser sand particles bridge about the larger openings 
in the outer screens and progressively ?ner sand 
materials bridge across the intermediate and inner 
screens. 

8 Claims, 5 Drawing Figures 
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MULTl-LAYER WELL SCREEN 

BAC KG ROU ND OF THE INVENTION 

l..Field of of Invention 
This invention relates to a sand ?lter for producing 

?uids through well bores from subsurface formations. It 
relates especially to a multi-layer sand screen for 
removing the sand before it is produced through the 
well bore. 

2. Setting of the Invention 
Oil and gas are produced from underground forma 

tions through well bores drilled from the surface to the 
formation. Some oil and gas are contained in the pores 
of consolidated rocks or sand. When this oil is 
produced through the well bore, it is relatively free of 
any rock particles or sand. However, many oil and gas 
wells produce fluid from underground formations 
which are not consolidated. That is, the various sand 
particles are not strongly attached to each other and 
when the ?uid is produced it carries entrained sand 
with it. This sand causes serious damage to well equip 
ment. In producing oil and gas from such uncon 
solidated formations some method must be provided to 
restrain the sand in?ow into the well. There are four 
primary methods previously in use for this. These are: 

l. Consolidation of the formation with plastic bind 
ing agent. 

2. Placing a screen in the well with suf?ciently small 
openings to prevent inflow of all undesired materi 
al. 

3. Use of a gravel pack placed in the annular area 
between a screen and the formation; the voids 
between the gravel grains being small enough to 
prevent in?ow. 

4. Placing a screen in a well consisting of a mechani 
cal screen and a preformed “gravel pack” attached to 
the screen. 

All of these methods, with the exception of the ?rst 
one, have one common characteristic; they restrain 
material all on one surface. This provides a perfect en 
vironment for plugging, i.e., coarse and ?ne materials 
are restrained together, permitting progressive 
plugging of the screen until essentially complete 
plugging occurs. 
Method number I, while desired, is very difficult and 

in some instances impossible to perform in the ?eld. 
Screens as described in number 4 above have been util 
ized in the Tar Sands project of Northern Canada with 
success, butthey are easily plugged during installation. 
This plugging again all occurs at essentially the outer 
surface of the liner. . 

Thus, there is a need for a sand ?lter which prevents 
such surface plugging and the tendency to plug during 
installation. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

This is a well screen or sand ?lter which is made by 
wrapping multiple layers of wire around a slotted pipe 
connected to the lower end of a string of tubing. The 
outer layer of wire forms a screen which has a wide 
spacing between adjacent spirals of wire which retains 
only the coarser sand particles. The spacing between 
these wires should be as great or greater than the 
diameter of the grain size at the ?ve percentile point on 
a cumulative screen analysis curve. The spacing of the 
wire of the intermediate layer is smaller and is typically 
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2 
greater than the grain size of the diameter of the grain 
at the twenty percentile point of the cumulative screen 
analysis curve. The innermost layer, if one is used, is of 
a reduced spacing from that of the intermediate layer 
and the spacing is typically greater than the grain size at 
the 50 percentile point but less than 2 times the grain 
size at the IS percentile point. The pores of the sand 
particles trapped at the outer layer are noticeably large. 
The pores of sand particles become smaller at each suc 
cessive layer of screen. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Various objectives and a better understanding can be 
had of the invention by the following description taken 
in conjunction with the invention in which: 

FIG. 1 illustrates a downhole view ofa sand screen of 
this invention connected to the lower end of a string of 
tubing. 

FIG. 2 illustrates an enlarged view of the sand ?lter 
of this invention shown partly in full face and partly in 
cutaway. 

FIG. 3 is a partial view of the multi-layer well screen 
indicating dimensions between the wire of the various 
layers. 

FIG. 4 illustrates typical cumulative screen analysis 
curves of sand samples. 

FIG. 5 illustrates an apparatus for determining the ef 
fectiveness ofa sand ?lter. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

Attention is ?rst directed to FIG. 1. Shown in FIG. 1 
is a well bore 10 having a casing 12 therein’. Well bore 
10 through formation 14 which is an unconsolidated 
formation which produces sand with the produced 
?uid. Shown in casing 12 is a tubing string 16 to which 
is attached a triple wire-wrapped screen ?lter 18 of this 
invention. Immediately above sand ?lter I8 is a plurali 
ty of centralizers 20 mounted on tubing 16. Immediate 
ly below ?lter 18 is a centralizer 22. A bull plug 24 
closes the lower end of the sand filter 18. Oil is 
produced through perforations 26 in casing 12 into an 
nulus 28 and then through sand screen 18 and up the 
well bore through tubing 16. There should be some 
space between the outer surface of ?lter l8 and the 
inner surface of casing 12. This should be sufficient to 
allow washing over the screen, if necessary, when it is 
removed from the well. Typically for 5% inches OD 
casing 12, screen 18 would have a maximum OD of 
about 3% inches. 

Attention is next directed to FIG. 2 which shows a 
cutaway view illustrating the three layers of wrapped 
wire of the sand ?lter 18. This includes an inner layer 
30, an intermediate layer 32 and an outer layer 34. 
Spacer bars or ribs 36 hold layer 32 from layer 30 and 
spacer bars 38 likewise hold layer 32 from outer layer 
34. A spacer bar 37 is preferably provided between the 
inner layer 30 and slotted pipe 40. A suf?cient number 
of spacer bars 36, 37 and 38 are preferably provided to 
give the proper support and radial spacing between the 
various layers although such ribs are not essential. All 
of these layers enclose a slotted pipe section 40. Each 
layer, 30, 32 and 34, of the ?lter is made, in the exam 
ple shown in FIG. 2, by a keystone-shaped wire 
wrapped in a slightly spiralling con?guration. The spac 
ing between the wires of the outer layer 34 is the largest 
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and the spacing of the other layers, 32 and 30, is 
preferably progressively reduced. As shown in FIG. 3 
the spacing between adjacent spirals of wire in the 
outer layer is indicated by a, the spacing of the inter 
mediate layer by b and the innermost layer by c. For 
best results in most sand problems a is greater than b 
and b is greater than c. 
To determine the dimensions of a, b and c, in the best 

method we presently know, one should ?rst prepare a 
cumulative screen analysis curve of the sand which the 
screen is supposed to restrain. It is sometimes difficult 
to obtain accurate sampling of the sand which causes 
the problem. However, ifa well has sanded up, the sand 
must be removed from the well. There are conventional 
means for washing out such sand. The sand thus 
removed is collected and a sample taken of such sand. 
This sample is then analyzed to determine the cumula 
tive screen analysis curve. Two such typical curves are 
shown in FIG. 4. The ordinate is cumulative weight per 
cent and the abscissa represents the sand size. Curve 42 
represents a sample of a Miocene sand in the High 
Island Field, Galveston County, Texas. Curve 44 
represents a sample of the Miocene sand in the Edgerly 
Field, Calcasieu Parish, Louisiana. The method of ob 
taining these curves is rather straightforward. The sam 
ple is passed through a large screen and the weight of 
the sample retained is noted. Progressively smaller 
sized screens are used and the retention of sand on 
each such screen is recorded. From these data a cumu 
lative screen analysis curve can readily be plotted. It 
has been found that the spacing of the wire in the vari 
ous layers 30, 32 and 34 has a relationship to the cumu 
lative screen analysis curve. Typically, the spacing of 
the wires of the outer layer should be equal to or 
slightly greater than the diameter of the sand particles 
or grain size at the 5 percentile point of the cumulative 
screen analysis curve for the sample of the sand which 
causes all the problems. The spacing of the wire of the 
middle layer 32 should be equal to or slightly greater 
than the grain size at the 20 percentile point of the eu 
mulative screen analysis curve and the spacing of the 
wire of the inner layer 30 should be greater than the 
sand dimension at the 50 percentile point, but less than 
2 times the grain dimension at the l5 percentile point. 
Using this criteria then for the cumulative screen analy 
sis curve in the Miocene sand in the Edgerly Field, “a” 
is greater than 0.012, “b" greater than0.0084 and “0” 
between 0.007 and 0.018. 

In using the sand filter of this invention it is seen that 
the pores of the sand particles trapped at the outer 
layer are relatively large and become smaller at each 
successive layer of wrapping. The innermost layer 30 is 
fine enough to trap the sand particles but allows 
passage of silty material, often contained in the water 
used during installation. After installation, in?ux and 
entrapment of the sand within the screen forms a pre 
cast permeable ?lter in situ. 

It is anticipated that at least in the near future the lar 
' gest use of these screen filters will be in wells drilled 
which have experienced sanding problems. There is no 
great dif?culty in installing the ?lter of the type shown 
in FIG. 1, for example, in these wells. The accumulated 
sand is washed from the well with preferably clean 
brine. Ordinarily there is a packer element positioned 
above the screen assembly. Due to this, the tubing to 
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4 
which the assembly is attached should be lowered at a 
slow rate, e.g., about one 30-foot joint per minute, to 
keep from surging the formation and to prevent sand 
from entering the well before the screen is set on bot 
tom. 

This ?lter device when properly sized can merely be 
set opposite the producing formation. When the well is 
produced, the unconsolidated sand will ?ll the annular 
space between the casing and the screen but it will not 
plug the screen because of the gradation of the 
openings. If desired, however, the multi-layered screen 
could be “gravel packed" in place by ?lling the annulus 
between the ?lter and the casing with a large sized 
sand. The use of the multi-layered screen in this in 
stance will allow the use oflarger sized gravel than nor 
mally used and would still resist plugging from any sand 
particles penetrating the gravel pack, and would pro 
vide greatly increased resistance to erosional failures, 
since erosion of a hole in the outer layer would not 
prevent the other layers from ?ltering. 
A multi-layer well screen filter was evaluated at Pan 

American’s Research Center in Tulsa, Oklahoma, for 
its ability to restrain sand production into a well bore. 
In that particular well filter, three separate layers of 
keystone-shaped wire were wrapped around 51/: inch 
slotted casing. Spacing between the outer, intermediate 
and inner wire was 0.030 inch, 0.020 inch and 0.010 
inch, respectively. The cross-sections of the wire 
were0.0l25 X0.l25 ><l00 inch. Each wire wrap layer 
was separated from the other layer by longitudinal ribs 
as indicated in FIG. 2. These ribs separate the layers by 
a distance at least as great as the dimension of the spac 
ing between the outer of the two layers involved. Typi 
cally, these ribs separate the layers by about 0.080 
inch. The use of these ribs also provides for vertical 
flow within the screen assembly. The ?lter was 
mounted in a flow test model as shown in FIG. 5. This 
includes a screen ?lter assembly 50 mounted within a 
cylindrical cell 52 which has inlets 54. Screen filter as 
sembly 50 is connected to an upper pipe section 56 and 
a lower pipe section 58. These two sections are sealed 
with cell 52. Cell 52 has a top 60 so that sand 62 can be 
placed within the cell. In one experiment sand 62 was a 
clean Athabasca Tar Sand which has a ?fty percentile 
grain diameter of about 0.0058 inch. Its grain size dis 
tribution falls between the two curves of FIG. 4. Diesel 
oil was ?owed inwardly through inlets 54 through the 
sand 62, the screen ?lter assembly 50 and out the lower 
pipe 58 and valve 64. The data obtained in the per 
formance of this test are summarized in Table 1 below: 

‘ TABLE] 

Summary of Flow Test Data 

cum. 0, - cum Press‘. Sand Gms Sand 
vol Gall T,i_r_ng Causing Flow Index Produced produced] 
Gal Min Mln Flow, psi Gal/Min/psi Grams I000 Gal 
I386 23.l 2 11,5 45 32.5 
3036 “27.5 _ I20 2 [3.6 43 26.1 

26.3 I50 2 I3.2 trace ‘of trace 

The data shown in Table I indicate that approximate 
ly 88 grams of sand were produced while ?owing the in 
itial approximately 3,000 gallons (72 bbls) of diesel oil 
through the sand-packed screen and that only a trace of 
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fines were produced with the last 789 gallons of ?uid 
(l8.8 bbls). The amount of sand produced per unit 
volume decreases sharply with the successive runs, in 
dicating that effective bridging of the sand particles oc 
curred after ?owing a relatively small volume of ?uid 
through the screen. Theoretically, only these ?nes 
should continue to be produced. In actual ?eld practice 
a trace of ?nes would not produce any dif?culties with 
well equipment. The data also indicate that very high 
production rates may be maintained with a multi-layer 
screen. i 

A triple wire wrapped screen as described in FIG. 2 
and having spacings of “a" of 0.030, “b" of 0.020 and 
“c" of0.0l0 was built and then placed on test in the 
Edgerly Field, Calcasieu Parish, Louisiana. For 5 
months now the well has produced 120 barrels of ?uid 
per day with about a 60 percent water cut. No sand has 
been produced and no apparent restriction in the ?ow 
capacity of the screen has been observed. Only future 
production history will determine the duration or time 
that this filter is effective. In the past, gravel pack sand 
retention means had been provided. The gravel pack 
causes a certain amount of ?ow restriction and or 
dinarily has to be replaced and cleaned every 1/‘:—24 
months. 
Another recent installation of the screen assembly 

was made in the High island Field, Galveston County, 
Texas. A sand screen assembly was installed in which 
the dimensions of the spacing between the various 
layers of screens “a”, “b” and “c" equaled,0.030 inch, 
0.015 inch and 0.008 inch, respectively. Initially, the 
well produced I20 barrels of load ?uid and 300 barrels 
of oil with no show of sand. However, after about 31/2 
months the assembly became plugged. The exact cause 
of the plugging has not been determined. However, it is 
the preliminary opinion that most of the plugging was 
caused by backwashing with dirty ?uid. Since these in 
stallations, similar screens have been satisfactorily in 
stalled in several other wells with apparent good 
results. ' ’ 

While the above embodiments have been described 
with a great amount of detail, it is possible to make 
other variations without departing from' the spirit and 
the scope of the invention. - 
We claim: ' ‘ j 

l. A sand screen ?lter assembly for use in a well bore 
which comprises: ; 

a slotted section of pipe; 
a first layer of wire screen mounted about said pipe 
and having spacing “c" between wires of said ?rst 
layer; I 
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6 
a second layer of wire screen positioned about said 

?rst layer, the dimension “b” of the spacing 
between wires of the second layer of wire screen 
being greater than “c," said second layer being 
spaced from said ?rst layer. 

2. A screen ?lter assembly as de?ned in claim 1 in 
which the radial distance between the ?rst layer of wire 
screen and the second layer of wire screen is at least as 
great as the dimension “b.” 

3. A sand screen ?lter assembly as de?ned in claim 1 
including a third layer of wire screen positioned about 
said second layer, the dimension of the spacing 
between adjacent wires of the third layer of wire screen 

beinglgreater than “b." ‘ _ 
4. screen ?lter assembly as de?ned in claim 3 in 

which the radial distance between the ?rst layer of wire 
screen and the second layer of wire screen is at least as 
great as the dimension “b” and the radial distance 
between the second and third layers of wire screen is at 
least as great as the spacing between adjacent wires of 
said third layer of wire screen. 

5. A screen ?lter assembly as de?ned in claim 4 in 
which longitudinal rods are placed between the said 
layers of wire screen to give radial spacing and support. 

6. A screen ?lter assembly as de?ned in claim 5 in 
which the slots of said slotted section of pipe are suffi 
ciently large so as to have essentially no filtering effect. 

7. A sand screen ?lter assembly for use in a well bore 
which comprises: 

a ?rst layer of wire wound into an elongated hollow 
shape and having a spacing 0 between adjacent 
turns of wire; 

a second layer of wire having a spacing greater than c 
between the turns thereof and wound into an elon 
gated hollow shape surrounding said ?rst layer and 
spaced therefrom; 

means closing the upper end and the lower end of the 
annulus between said ?rst layer and said second 
layer. 

8. A sand ?lter for use in a well bore drilled in the 
earth which comprises a plurality of concentric layers 
of wire each wound into an elongated hollow shape, 
said layers spaced radially from’ one another providing 
clear unobstructed ?uid ?ow space between such ad 
jacent layers with such space having no ?ltering materi 
al therein, the spacing between adjacent turns of said 
wire in any one layer being no larger than the spacing 
between adjacent turns of said wire in any layer of 
larger diameter and no smaller than the spacing 
between adjacent turns of wire in any layer of smaller 
diameter. 

* * _* * * 


